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NAMM -  Day 1   
 
NAMM, The National Association of Music Merchants Winter market, is  
one of the world's bets toy shows - great stuff to play and play  
with, and, unless you want lunch, you don't have to spend any money.  
The first day of the show for me is always kind of flaky and  
unfocused.  I try to take a quick scan through the show and look at  
all the things I don't really care very much about, figuring to get  
those out of the way so I can concentrate on the good stuff over the  
next few days.  It doesn't work out that way, though.  Too much neat  
stuff where I didn't expect it.  After an evening of two press  
receptions, Digidesign, where the food and beer was great (sushi and  
Anchor) and the band was too loud, and E-Mu, where the food was so-so,  
the beer was Heinekin, and the band, D'Cckoo. was teriffic, here's a  
scatterbrained late night report of all the miscellaneous stuff.  

The Next Big Thing, Yamaha's VL1 Virtual Acoustic Synthesizer, in the  
hands of a player who's been living with it virtually though it's two  
year development cycle, is really amazing.  I'm not normally impressed  
by the sounds of synths that emulate natural instrument - I just sort  
of expect them to do it right, and I'm a little disappointed when they  
don't.  The VL1, however, produced the most realistic woodwind and  
brass sounds I've ever heard, and probably some of the most realistic  
electric guitar sounds I've ever heard from a keyboard.  This is the  
synth that works by computer modeling of the mechanisms that go into  
producing a sound, including the player's mouth and vocal mechanism.  
This is not an instrument you can noodle around with at the local  
music emporium and immediately like (or dislike).  You have to really  
understand how winds, brass, and strings are played before you can get  
into what it can go.  The guy demonstrating it was playing with a  
breath controller as well as the modulation wheels, and a couple of  
pedals, so it's clear that you have to work several parameters at once  
to get out what it's capable of putting out.  I hope they make a demo  
CD of this one.  Short of a good demo, it's the only way you'll get to  
hear it right for a while.  I'm not about to spring for six grand to  
get one, but those of you who have heard my recent MIDILink Sampler  
efforts know that I"m partial to traditional sounding brass, and I'd  
love to have my U-220 brass replaced by a VL1 some day.  I had an  



opportunity to talk with Charles Fielding, the principle sound  
designer on the VL1, who told me that he started with all the books he  
could find on musical instrument theory.  The models were developed on  
Sun workstations, and, in the VL1, run on a Yamaha proporietary RISC  
processor.  

Another new unit from Yamaha is the TG-300, next in line of their  
General Midi sound modules.  Imagine a Sound Canvas that's based on  
Yamaha's AWM-2 technology instead of samples, and you've got it,  
almost.  The TG-300 contains 456 preset voices, bettering the SC by  
around 100 (but who's counting?).  It's a half rack width box with a pretty useful 
LCD display, providing the full General MIDI sound set plus Roland's G/S 
extensions.  An industry first is that the TG-300 also can interpret the Roland 
Sound Canvas SysEx data and do it's best to do what the SC would do with it. 
It's kind of contrary to the concept of system EXCLUSIVE, but Yamaha  
recognized that many General MIDI sequences on the scene today contain  
SC SysEx data, so they figured that they could best contribute to the  
spirit of General MIDI by doing what the de facto standard would do.  
Charles expressed an interesting philosophy about that - he said that  
they found lots of sounds that, individually, were better (in one  
respect or another) than a Sound Canvas, but that if a song was  
originally sequenced on an SC (as so many are these days), playing  
them back on anything else requires adjustment of the mix that may be  
beyond the capability (or realization) of the typical user, so it's  
better to make the synth, as a default, fit the sequence rather than  
the other way around, and provide the synthesis power for those who  
want to use it.  It's 32 voice polyphonic, 16 part multi-timbral, and  
includes a serial port MIDI interface like it's little brother, the  
TG-100.  It also is shipping with a Windows, Mac, and Atari version of  
a very nice editor/libaraian by Sound Quest.  More about Yamaha stuff  
later in the week.  

Consumer Electronics has been a Casio distributor for years, and has  
been the source for a number of hard to find Casio pro products and  
the never-die DH-100 MIDI mini-sax.  They've changed their sales  
policy somewhat this year, and now are set up to deal with end users  
directly, and at a price just a tad over dealer cost.  If you're  
looking for a DH-100, or the VZ- series synths, give them a call at  
800-786-1015.  Sorry,  no more Casio MIDI guitars.  They've stopped  
production in Japan.  

We've often joked about being able to plug our brains into MIDI -  
well, someone's gone and don it.  The Waverider, from WaveAccess, is  
an interface that takes brain waves, heart action, muscle contraction,  
and skin resistance and converts them to MIDI data.  At present,  
they're just mapping to node data, but will be adding continuous  



controllers soon.  At the moment, it's really only a curiosity, but if  
things keep getting weirder in Berkely, whre WaveAccess is located, it  
might turn into an interesting performance controller.  

I love it when a good toy turns out to have a practical application,  
and TuneBuilder from AirWorks Media is such a product.  This is a  
combination of computer software and licensed production music.  The  
music - you know, the tunes that sound like something you almost, but  
not quite recognize, that you hear in commercials, chase scenes, and  
fashion shows - has been worked over by the program's author.  He's  
digitized the audio, and indexed the (typically approximately 30  
second) music clips into workable edit points.  You choose the music  
clip you want to work with, read it into the program, and tell it to  
do it's thing.  It's thing is to shorten or lengthen it by editing  
together the segments that have been previously identified as possible  
edit points, cutting or copying to create a new music piece that's the  
length you want.  You can move segments (beween edit points) around so  
that, for instance, you get a fill in a place where it leads up to the  
beginning of narration.  You can also completely rearrange the music  
based on the available edit points, either letting the program do it  
on it's own (and re-do it if you don't like what it did, kind of like  
Jammer does with a sequence), or push it in a direction you'd like it  
to go toward, creating a totally new piece of music.  That's something  
the copyright lawyers can have a field day with.  The completed output  
can be exported to WAV, AIFF, VOC, and a couple of other popular sound  
file formats for storage, or further processing.  The program also  
includes a librarian with boolean search capabilities to help you  
locate the basic piece of music you want to work with.    Now, I saw  
this as being a great tool for a broadcast studio production room, but  
the first release will be as a music 'experience' program for kids,  
providing 8 song files to work with, and retailing for about $30. The  
version that was on demo at the show was, curiously enough, DOS, not  
Windows, though very graphical.  The code is highly portable, so a  
Windows, Mac, and Unix version will follow shortly.  

The NAMM First Day Awards (the part worth waiting for) has a new  
category - Worst Taste In Advertising . . . . and the winner is . . .  
Charlie Stringer's Strings (WHO?).  You know those deoderant blocks  
that they put in urinals, and those plastic strainers that hold them  
in place?  Well, Charlie had a bunch of those strainers imprented with  
his company name, and put them in all the urinals in the men's bathrooms  
at the Anaheim Convention Center.  I don't know if he had an  
equivalent in the women's rooms.  And, at his booth, he had buttons  
that read "I pissed on Charlie at NAMM".  Hey, I don't know diddly  
about his strings, but I remembered his name.  Cheap, cool idea is the  
Quick Pick, a plastic holder that sticks on to the side of the  



headstock of your guitar and holds about 4 picks, plus a couple of hex  
wrenches.  $5.95 cheap.  Expensive cool idea is the Test 1-2-3 from  
MAS/West.  It's a short tube with a 1/4" phone plug on one end and  
three different colored LED's on the other.  Plug it into a mic level,  
instrumet level, or line level signal, and one of the three lights  
goes on, indicating the presence and approximate level of the signal.  
Good for troubleshooting, but $90 expensive.  And then there's  
Cryogenic Processing.  300x Below, Inc. has a service where they will  
take your brass instrument or even your guitar strings and slowly cool  
it to a cryogenic temperature.  They say it relieves the stress in the  
metal and greatly improves tone.  Don't get any ideas and dunk your  
K2000 in liquid nitrogen, though.  

 

NAMM - Day 2  

To me, the second day of the show is the hardest.  First off, it's  
Saturday, so the floor is more crowded.  Second, I'm not really up to  
speed, so I'm tired from the first day's running around, and third, I  
feel like I goofed off most of the first day so I need to hit it hard.  
Well, I feel like I goofed off most of the second day, too, but I  
still managed to wear myself out.  Here's what's new.  

New vaporaware at Alesis, the king of vaporware at music trade shows,  
is the Quadraverb 2.  This is a two channel, 8-processor multi-effect  
unit with fully flexible routing.  Each processor can be a chorus,  
flange, EQ, delay, or reverb, and 100 program memory locations are  
available for storage of routing combinations.  Inputs and outputs are  
balanced 1/4" phone jacks at +4dBu, plus ADAT optical I/O.  With that  
collection of I/O and the fact that they left off the guitar-unique  
processing like compression and distortion leads me to believe that  
this is targeted for the studio.  As usual for an Alesis first-year  
introduction, no price, no delivery.  Look for a more detailed review  
in the 1996 show report.  

Alesis was pushing the concept of the "All Alesis" studio, centered  
around their X24 console, ADAT multichannel recorder, RA-100 power  
amplifier, and Monitor One monitor speakers.  They didn't say what  
they had for a mixdown recorder - guess they haven't gotten past the  
mixing stage yet.  

Oh, the Alesis Quadrasynth, which has been reported on everywhere for  
the past year, was on display.  Hey, it sounds like another synth.  



In the spirit of more-for-less (like E-Mu packing more Proteus guts  
into one box), Eventide has added more features to their H-3000 Ultra  
Harmonizer series.  F/X is now thrown in to the standard box, and the  
price has gone down.  It's now possible to get into one of the most  
flexible and truly amazing processors for the guitar or keyboard for  
under $2,000.  

Being "unplugged", but still amplified, seems to be a contradiction in  
terms, but everybody's doing it.  There are dozens of new pickups for  
acoustic guitars, but a couple of interesting developments.  Pendulum  
Audio, one of the really high end acoustic guitar preamp builders, has  
grafted an AKG C-451 condenser mic capsule, mounted on an extension  
tube (the kind of arrangement you often see  on Academy Awards-like TV  
shows) on to a vacuum tube preamp, and attached it to a mic stand  
fitting.   The preamp is line level, transformerless output, and the  
physical arrangement is very convenient to use with a guitar.  They  
claim it sounds like the angels.  On the low end of the scale,  
Pendulum offer what they call "Smart Cords" for acoustic guitars with  
built-in piezoelectric pickups.  This is a cord with a 1/4" phone plug  
on one end, and a preamp built in to the plug end of the cord.  
There's a battery powered version terminating in a 1/4" plug, and a  
phantom powered version terminating in a male XLR plug, providing a  
direct-box-in-a-cable.  It sounds ideal for taking your guitar down to  
the local open stage and you don't feel like packing up your rack.  

Unplugging the other end, the Cincinnati Wireless Company has a line  
of battery powered instrument amplifiers.  There was some snake oil  
salesmanship at this booth ("we digitize the signal and amplify it  
digitally, and then convert it back to analog at the speaker") used to  
describe it's efficiency, but the bottom line is that they claim about  
4-6 hours operation on a relatively small rechargeable battery pack.  
I believe they operate is what used to be (and maybe still is) called  
Class D, which is basically pulse width modulation of a chopped input  
signal, and, yes it is very efficient, and yes, it sounds OK with a  
guitar.  Two basic models are 25 and 50 watts, and single 12", dual  
12", or dual 10" speakers are offered.  The 25 watt single 12 is only  
$350 retail - heck, you could make that on a good day of street  
singing.  A model with a mic preamp is coming.  

For the acoustic guitarist who can't hear to tune (or never learned  
how) there were a raft of new tuners.  Sabine has one about the size  
of a matchbox that sticks on to the surface of the guitar, and  
provides a fully chromatic tuner, with each note illuminated by a  
3-color LED indicating when you're sharp, flat, or in tune, flashing  
when you get close.  Very confusing.  The organic version is the  
Dillon Wittman InTuner, packaged in a wood case, and looking sort of  



like a guitar pickup.  It clips to a brace inside the guitar, and it's  
positioned so you can see it through the sound hole.  It's display is  
much cleaner, and it looked a lot cooler than the Sabine.  Both have  
built-in microphones so there are no cables to patch.  

One more cool gadget for the guitarist.  Third Coast Labs combines  
several useful functions in a single space rack unit.  The Toolbox DI  
is a power strip with wall-wart friendly orientation (though when I  
tried a wall wart that they had at the booth, it came mighty close to  
the adjacent socket - you'd have to alternate plugs and warts to not  
lose any outlets), lights front and back, and a voltmeter for AC line  
voltage.  Two of the 7 outlets have a 4 second turn-on delay so you  
can power up all your processors and mixers before turning on your  
power amps.  There are also two direct boxes, a 7 octave chromatic  
tuner, and a metronome with an audible (switchable) click and blinking  
light. You can either set BPM, or tap a button along with your tune  
and read BPM on the unit's digital display.  The price is $579, not  
bad if you can use all that stuff, but a little steep if you don't.  

And while I'm on the subject of power strips and processors, dbx has  
three new entries in their Project 1 project studio oriented line.  
The $299 model 242 is a single channel equalizer with adjustable  
frequency shelving low and high, and three fully parametric bands in  
the middle.  Other new products are a couple of yawns - an 8 outlet  
power strip with front pull-out lights, and a 48 point patchbay with  
1/4" jacks, configurable for normalled, half-normalled, or  
non-normalled.  

Opcode announced several new products and upgrades.  One of the  
longest awaited is Vision for Windows.  This is essentially Version 4  
with the OMS stuff stripped out, and hooks for Windows MIDI drivers  
added.  They don't have the Galaxy librarian (which is included as  
part of Vision for the Mac) running for Windows yet (it's coming), so  
it comes with a patch and note list for 20 relatively popular synths.  
It's scheduled for release in May. An interesting side note is that  
Opcode has been talking to Microsoft about adopting OMS as the MIDI  
hooks in Windows 4/Chicago, and that, although no deal has been struck  
yet, Microsoft is at least listening to them.  This would make it  
relatively easy for other Mac programs to be ported to Windows.  The  
software folks that are currently using OMS are all for it.  

In the traditional Vision for Mac line, two new Studio Vision versions  
have been released, Studio Vision Pro 2.0 and Studio Vision AV.  Among  
the upgrades in Pro 2.0 is compatability with 16 channel Pro Tools for  
integrating multitrack digital audio with sequences.  AV is a  
mid-priced integrated MIDI/digital audio system targeted for the home  



studio or small production environment.  It works with the Apple Sound  
Manager (some at Opcode refer to it as the Sound Mangler) on the  
Quadra 840 and Centris 660 Macs, and with audio cards on older Macs.  
Vision has also been upgraded to version 2.0.  New features include  
groove quantization (something similar to Cubase) which allows you to  
quantize a performance to a track rather than to a fixed time value,  
so you can get the bass to play with the drummer even if he swings a  
bit too much.  Although Vision was not designed to be a notation  
program, you can now view and edit in standard notation.  Global  
editing tools have also been added, and the Galaxy universal librarian  
is now included.  To fill the gap in notation, Opcode announced  
Overture, a full feature notation program with extensive MIDI input  
and output, expected release is in May.  

Alaska Software introduced DigiTrax, a Mac audio  
recording/editing/mixing program which, like Studio Vision AV, also  
utilizes the built in audio capabilities of the Centris or Quadra AV  
series computers, or a NuBus audio card.  It integrates support for  
QuickTime movies in sync with the audio.  

And just when I said that the equivalent of a PC sound card for the  
Mac was just about dead, along comes Mac WaveMaker, a NuBus card which  
feateures the Kurzweil MASS wavetable synthesis chip for General MIDI  
and MT-32 compatability.  It will be shipping in about 2 months at  
$595.  

I'm finishing this up too late again, after a night out for dinner  
with the MIDILink gang here.  Food and company was fine, and we DID  
get separate checks.  There's more left from Day 2, but it's bedtime  
now.  

 

NAMM  - Day 3 (Sunday)  

Kurzweil demonstrated an operating system update, Version 3, for the  
K2000.  The new OS provides a reasonably intuitive 32 track sequencer  
which operates in both pattern-based or linear modes, does auto  
punch-in, track mute/solo/mixing features, a "swing" quantization, and  
event list style editing.  In addition, the disk file system has been  
improved to work more like a real computer, allowing the creation of  
subdirectories, a feature that most users have been screaming for.  
The user can also create a macro file consisting of a list of  
individual files to be loaded, and load all the files in a list with a  
single macro file load.  More SCSI MO and hard drives have been added  
to the compatible list, and installing a new drive is usually as  



simple as selecting it by manufacturer and model number from a  
displayed list (at least for a while).  The Version 3 update is a ROM  
replacement done by a service center for a whopping $199.  

E-mu has upgraded the operating software for the Emulator IIIx, adding  
time compression/expansion and pitch shifting, a function useful to  
get tempos to match when using samples of drum or riff loops.  Another  
new feature is a thing they call Transform Multiplication, which  
sounds weird and also sounds weird.  Paraphrasing their literature,  
they describe the process as merging sounds together in such a way  
that the frequencies common to the sounds are reinforced, while  
frequencies that are not common to both sounds are attenuated.  This  
allows the resonant qualilities of one instrument to be applied to  
another.  In concept that sounds a bit like a vocoder, but it doesn't  
really sound like one.  The best part is that the upgrade is free.  
Kurzweil, take note.  

Roland has updated the Sound Canvas sound modules again.  After just  
introducing the SC-55/II a couple of months ago, they've augmented  
the line both upward and downward.  The SC-88 Super Sound Canvas  
offers 64 voice polyphony (I think that's a record for a GM sound  
module) and 32 parts multi-timbral.  354 sounds are from the SC-55/II  
and 226 more are directly from the JV-80, with the JV-80 sounds (a  
real synth for those who don't know) being editable from the front  
panel.  It kind of brings back some of the programmability of the  
MT-32 that was lost when the Sound Canvas replaced it.  On the other  
end of the scale, the new SC-50 features 226 instrument sounds (a  
cut-down SC-55).  Both feature a serial port MIDI interface for a  
no-hardware connection to either a PC (in a Windows environment) or a  
Mac, and the LCD front panel displays relative level of the parts in a  
mix.  

Roland also downsized their current MIDI guitar entry, the GR-1, to  
the GR-09.  The format is still a stomp box, but it's blue.  The -09  
works with the Roland GK-2A guitar synth pickup, and contains 180  
sounds, reverb, and chorus.  Instead of the LCD and menus of the GR-1,  
the GR-09 has a much simpler display and a couple of rotary switches  
to to select patches and set up MIDI parameters.  Priced at just under  
$1000, it's a good entry into the MIDI guitar game for the  
first-timer, and also good for the experienced MIDI user who already  
has his basic synth complement and wants to use a guitar as a  
controller.  At present, these are the only two MIDI guitar  
systems in Roland's line, and, it appears, the only game left in town.  
The GR-50 is now out of production, and there were no other MIDI  
guitars shown at this year's NAMM.  There's still hope, though.  
Roland product specialists are asking for a rack mount version of the  



GR-09 as the next offering, and Zeta, who discontinued their MIDI  
guitar over a year ago, are planning to reintroduce it in another  
year.  

Yamaha did some up- and downsizing with their  
band-in-a-videocassette-box series.  In the spirit of the QY-10/20,  
the QY-30 (larger than a videocassette box, about the size of a laptop  
computer) features a 3.5" disk drive for storage, 128 General MIDI  
sounds, on board effects processors, and an almost playable keyboard.  
It contains a 16 track sequencer, plus a "conductor" track which keeps  
track of the chord progression, fills, intros, endings, and tempos.  
It's clearly out of the realm of the pocket-sized gadget you might  
take along on a flight to pass the time, so it remains to be seen how  
effective or popular this one will be.  On the other end of the scale,  
the QY-8 has a much simpler user interface than any other models in  
this series.  It contains a 4 track sequencer plus the "conductor", 50  
preset patterns, and 4 pattern (bass, drums, 2 chords) tracks, similar  
to the QY-10.  

Digitech has done a little downsizing, too.  The new TSR-12 is a  
multi-effects processor with all the effects in the TSR-24, but the  
algorithms are not user programmable.  It's a good unit for people who  
aren't afraid to admit to themselves that they probably won't want to  
spend a lot of time tweaking, but buy a unit because they're happy  
with the presets.  If you don't need to sound like the Beach Boys, but  
would be happy sounding like the Kingston Trio, the DHP-33 is a  
downsized rack mount unit in the Vocalist series offering three part  
harmony (2 generated parts plus the one you put in) and a wide  
selection of harmony styles.  It's $695 list.  For those wanting  
bigger and better, the GSP-2101 stereo guitar preamp features a 12AX7  
tube input stage, Digitech's S-DISC based effects, lots of buttons, a  
big knob, and more new presets developed by more Rock Legends.  
Digitech has a new foot peday, the MC-2, which provides one of 16  
selectable MIDI continuuous controllers on any of 16 channels.  Simple  
and effective, and only $169.  

Oberheim, now a division of Gibson Guitars, had a rack of some new,  
some old, and some old-new gear.  The flagship is the OB-Mx analog  
synthesizer.  Hopefully, Mr. Analog-on-the-spot Pulver will give a  
more complete report, but about 30 knobs on the front panel should be  
enough to keep anyone busy for a while.  The oscillators and filters  
(original Oberheim and Minimoog parameters) are totally analog, only  
the routing is digitally controlled.  Care with the design has put the  
noise floor down below -80 dBv.  The basic unit is two voices, and it  
can be expanded up to 12 with additional two-voice cards.  For those  
who love presets, it's shipped with 128, just ripe for modification.  



A new product shipping from the Oberheim division this Spring iw the  
Echoplex Digital Pro, an update of the classic Echoplex tape loop  
delay processor.  It comes standard with 12.4 seconds worth of memory,  
expandable with standard SIMMs to nearly 200 seconds.  It's a solid  
state recorder with easy, foot pedal operated overdubbing, editing,  
and looping.  Kind of interesting, a bit like the Lexicon Jammer, but  
offering more flexibility.  

Digital Audio Labs, maker of the professional grade CardD audio I/O  
card for the PC, is now shipping the CardD Plus, which allows  
simultaneous record and playback to be supported in software.  This  
allows you to do punch-ins while monitoring previously recorded tracks  
just like a real multitrack recorder.  The new card is $795, the same  
price as the previous version, and current owners of the CardD can get  
it upgraded to the Plus for a reasonable price.  The CardD has analog  
audio inputs and outputs, and requires an add-on card for digital I/O.  
In April, DAL will be releasing a digital-I/O-only version for $495  
which will be useful to those who wish to use a DAT as the A/D/A  
converter (a sensible and cost-saving decision) and keep the audio  
away from the hash floating around inside the computer case.  DAL  
offers the EdDitor professoinal audio editing software, and has  
introduced a new software product at the show, Fast Eddie, a fast  
Windows sound file editor.  It will be available in February and  
features cut-and-paste editing, mix, crossfade, reversal, speed  
change, sound file catalog, and playlist editor.  No EQ or effects for  
$199, though.  Innovative Quality Software fully supports the CardD+  
with their SAW software, a fast and advanced professional editing  
program.  

A new entry into the professional hard disk recording business is  
Soundscape, who introduced a system which is based on a 4-track rack  
mount building block that interfaces to a PC through a host adapter  
card.  Adding more rack units allows the system to expand to 64  
tracks.  The support software provides standard editing and mixing  
features, EQ, and full chase lock sync to MIDI time code.  It  
integrates with Windows based sequencers, and they claim it runs that  
way even on a 386 machine.  The disk drive(s) used for audio are in  
the external box, and the system uses IDE drives which are, in  
general, less expensive than SCSI drives required by systems such as  
the Digidesign Session 8.  The basic $3200 unit comes without a disk  
drive, but there's room for two drives in the box.  When  

two drives  
are installed, data transfer is seamless across the drives, allowing  
the total disc capacity to be used for continuous recording.  If this  



one catches on, it could be some serious competition to the Session 8,  
which hasn't really caught on.  

For those who prefer the integrated hardware approach to hard disk  
based recording, Vestrax has introduced the HDR-6 and HDR-4 digital  
multitrack recorders.  These units, 6 and 4 tracks respectively,  
appear to be quite similar to the Akai DR4 recorder introduced at the  
AES show, but combine more production features in the box.  A mixer  
with level, panning, and EQ, all controllable by MIDI controllers, is  
provided, as are 4 auxiliary sends and 4 stereo returns for adding  
effects to a mix.  Move/cut/copy track editing wasn't working at the  
time, but is promised before delivery.  The 6-track version, shipping  
in May, is supplied with an internal IDE drive (there's room for a  
second one) providing 10 minutes of recording time, is $2300.  The  
4-track version, with a smaller drive (6.5 minutes) is $1880.  

I usually try to report on all the oddball stuff the first day of the  
show, but the Riday T-91 keyboard slipped by me because it was on the  
"normal stuff" floor.  There have been a few different keyboard  
arrangements tried over history, and this is another one.  Keys, more  
like switch tabs, are arranged in 7 diagonal rows, and are placed so  
that the same fingering positions work in any key you want to play in.  
The inventor sees this arrangement as allowing a keyboardist to play  
sequences of notes that would be difficult on a standard linear  
keyboard arrangement.  I don't think everybody will buy one of these,  
but it's an interesting idea.  The unit is small enough to strap on,  
and has a trackball built in if you can find a use for it.  For those  
confused by the fact that a standard keyboard has black and white  
keys, this one adds grey ones also.  

 

 

NAMM  - The End  
  

I wish all days at the NAMM show could be Mondays.  Although nearly  
everybody's out of literature and candy, and they're hoarse, it's a  
good time to catch up on things missed, and go back and ask questions  
I realized I forgot to ask.  

One question that I knew someone was going to ask me was about the  
file format on the Yamaha QY-30's disk.  It's IBM compatible, it will  
read and save both a Type 0 MIDI file (everything on one track) or  
Yamaha's own format.  



I'm not good at writing evaluations of effects processors without  
living with them for a couple of weeks, but here's a couple that might  
be worth looking at if you're tired of your old Quadraverb (and the  
Quadraverb 2 isn't out yet).  Sony has always made beautiful sounding  
studio effects units, and now they've brought some of that technlolgy  
into the price range of the performing musician and home studio.  The  
HR-GP5 and HR-MP5 are half-rack sized units with a list price of $700,  
almost identical in appearance, with the GP5 being targeted to the  
guitarist, and the MP5 being a general purpose multi-effects unit.  As  
a guitarist, I found the GP5 to be more interesting as far as presets  
and choices go, but the MP5 is nothing to sneeze at either.  The GP5  
contains an amplifier simulator for four popular amps, and 4 simulated  
mic positions.  Both feature EQ, compression, reverb, delay effects  
(echo/chorus/flange), intelligent pitch shifting, a tuner, and very  
intuitive editing.  Reverbs were very natural sounding, and, except  
for appropriate noise introduced as part of guitar amp simulation  
programs, they are very clean and quiet.  I was amused at the  
"Japaneseness" of these units. As part of the program naming utility,  
you can choose one of several icons to remind you what that patch is  
good for - guitar, keyboard, solo, studio, etc.  Normally you'd look  
to Digitech, ART, or Alesis for products like this, but Sony has a  
good one.  It will remain to be seen whether music stores take this  
seriously, but you should.  

Yamaha also introduced two new general purpose multi-effects  
processors for the guitarist, the FX-770 and GW-110.  The FX-770 is a  
rack mount unit that does compression, wah, tube preamp simulation,  
amp (power stages and speakers as opposed to input stages) simulation,  
pitch shift, modulation, delay, and reverb.  In the spirit of the  
Yamaha FM synths, there are four "algorithms", combinations in which  
the effects are connected - their choice, not yours, but it appears to  
work pretty well.  And, if you want effects on your effects, there's  
an insert patch point for plugging them in.  The GW-10 is more  
performance oriented, and is in a stomp box configuration.  It has  
several "overdrive" settings, followed by compression and a noise  
gate.  There are no reverbs as such, but there's a flexible delay for  
doubling, slapback echo, and long echo effects.  Other processing  
includes stereo chorus, pitch shift, wah triggered either by a pedal  
or by the envelope of the signal, EQ, and cabinet simulation.  

If you're getting a hernia from carrying your Leslie around, the Voce  
Spin rotating speaker simulator does a pretty good job for a tiny,  
half rack sized unit.  There are front panel controls for rotor speed,  
including braking, and the inertia as the rotor speeds up or slows  
down is amazingly realistic.  Both AM and FM modulation depth are  
programmable, as well as the rate of rotor speed change, and the  



simulated position of up to four simulated mics (two on each simulated  
rotor).  The rotors can be separated so you can simulate just the top  
rotor spinning (a 'Memphis' sound, probably created serendipitously by  
someone who had a Leslie in the studio with a bum motor or broken  
drive belt - a little folklore).  There's even an 'overdrive'  
parameter to grunge up the simulated power amplifier sound.  There's a  
line level input and output on the back, and a guitar level input on  
the front.  Basic functions are controllable from an accessory foot  
switch, and everything is controllable via MIDI.  The reason I'm up  
on Leslies is because someone recently put out an APB for an old issue  
of a magazine with an extensive Leslie article.  I had a copy, and  
re-read it just recently.  Oh, an if you're tired on carring your B3  
around, the Voce Micro B isn't bad, but definitely not the real thing,  
say purists.  

MIDI Solutions is a new company that makes a line of products  
remarkably similar to the Anatek "Pocket" goodies, a MIDI merger, foot  
controller, relay (contact closure), mapper, router, velocity curve  
remapper, and all-notes-off filter are the current line, all under  
$100 except for the 4-in merger which is $129.  They're all housed in  
pocket sized cast aluminum boxes, and it's not surprising that the  
owner of the company used to work for Anatek.  

There were several suppliers of MIDI sequences present at the show,  
including one who is encoding lyrics on a track that drives a  
serial-interfaced LED matrix sign for another approach to karaoke.  
One specialist in the field worth mentioning was Audio Bread, a  
company specializing in sequences of popular songs by contemporary  
Christian artists as well as traditional church music.  

Our neighbors, the Home Recording Rights Coalition, were at the show  
with a new focus, now that we have the right to home taping, but lost  
the SCMS battle.  They're looking at larger issues as the 'information  
highway' grows, and are looking at cable TV compatability with  
consumer electronics, as well as rights to distribute data over public  
networks, which, if they decide it's worth their time, could very well  
include MIDI sequence files on BBS's.  We might have another advocate  
here.  

It's interesting that musical instruments are beginning to appear as  
artists' canvases.  Taylor (of Nashville, not Taylor acoustic guitars)  
had some acoustic guitars with serious cowboy motif paintings on a  
smooth, white, almost poreclain finish.  Gibson displayed a couple of  
"Southwest" motif Les Paul guitars from their custom shop that had  
traditional Indian designs and turqouise and silver fingerboard  
inlays, and there was a hand drum company with drum shells and heads  



decorated with Zuni indian icons.  There were also some terrifcally  
ugly guitars, both ugly shaped and tastelessly decorated, but nothing  
quite as far out as the maker of a couple of years ago who was  
exhibiting guitars shaped like aircraft and machine guns.  

Maybe there's a message here, that professional audio are consious of  
preserving their hearing, but I found that the Pro Audio Arena, the  
area of the show dedicated to the pro audio companies (not all of  
them, by any means) was the quietest section.  Even on the busiest  
days, I could go there for some relief and a bag of free popcorn from  
Community loudspeakers.  

Well, that about wraps it up for this year's show.  I'm looking  
forward to all the crashing software to stabilize within the year, and  
maybe there will be a Next Big Thing to kick around.  

 

 


